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1 Introduction
Interièrometry or Boae>Einatein correlation or HBT effect are term* commonly UM-J tu

refer to the Mine method, discovered in the mid 50'a by Haubury-Brown and TWIM[1|

in coincidence mrasurrmenti of photons coming from diaUnt stars. It u t lechuic by

•n»»m of which the ^'"r^nt^T of emitting sources cam be interred from the width of the

aecond order (i.e., intensity interference) correlation function. In 1960 Cohlliaber et «J.|2|

obaerved an analogous effect among piona pruduced in py collisions. After (hu iinuortaut

experiiusut, tlie phenomenon became also kuuwu an GGLP effect. Mure recently, over the

last decade, a revival of interest in thia method was observed because it wa» regarded as

a potential powerful tool {or probing the Quark Cluou Plasma (QCF) of the Quantum

Chromodynainica (QCD), expected to be (bnued in high energy uuclear collutkius or in

high multiplicity fluctuations in pp <•**>!'•"'"« Iu thia context, üiterfctmuctfy would he

useful iiur measuring the expected Urge space-time «iim<t>i««nM of this uew titte

In aimple terms (see abo references [3,4,5,6] Cur interesting review»), the uietliod

in ainiultaueously observing, with momenta ij* and kj at detectoni A and B (*tx Figure

I), two identical quanta independently emitted by two pointüke source» I «nd II, located

at x\ and z j , respectively.

Since the two gnantm T O imli«tifipii«lmhl«^ there are two way» in which the cuiurideuce

measurement can be performed: source I emits a quantum detected by A and 11

one detected by B, or the crossed possibility, as indicated iu Figure 1.

A

FIGURE 1:
KcprcacaUtioa of Ike UOIUIUIMMMU tl«t«cli(Mt of two identic*!

Then, if the wave functions of the emitted quanta can be represented l>y plane wave

the amplitude for the processes is written as

A(kitk3) ==

where ^, are the associated nnissioii phases, here aMHfird indepeudent uf k. Tin: { f ) sign

refers to bosous and the (-) one, to (ennious. Another iuiportaut i*mA tu t>hw:rvc wheu



dealing with interferomctry refers to the degree of cbaoticity of the emitti&g sources. They
may be coherent like a laser, or cSaoiic like a thermal source. As ^qnphasixrri by Bartnik
and Rsarwski[7), the second order correlation effect follows not only from the adequate
quantum «t»*;»*!*^ Kilt im alart mn mtiiAmn/-* eS tti» int*n\i~n>nrm nt t\im i m i w Let US Suppose

that they are completely chaotic If so, the phases change in each emission and we should
coosidrr aa average over phases when calculating the corresponding probability. If we
Uke this average over times long compared to the phase fluctuations, the probability for
observing two pions «nmltMM«i«ly ia given by

= 1 ± cosKkt - ta).(xI - *,)) . (2)

The final result follows from the chaoticity assumption and from the fact that

The two-particle correlation function is then given by

0)

where PiK) is the single inclusive distribution which, in the very particular case of the
two chaotic point sources considered here, equals unity after averaging over phases.

from Eq.(3) we see that, in the case of identical bosons, there is an enhancement of
the correlation function when their relative momenta are small compared to the inverse of
the typical dimensions of the reaction volume. As a result, for completely chaotic sources,
C{q = ki-ii = 0) = 2. On the other hand, in the case of total coherence C(q = klt k2) = 1
for all values of the momentum difference. For large values of their relative momenta, the
correlatioa function should tend to one, which is clearly not the case in Eq.(3), but it
is just a consequence of having only two point sources. More generally, the sources are
extended and the light limit is recovered. In this case, if we consider that a chaotic source
is described by a normalized space-time distributions p(x)t the two-particle probability can
be written as

(4)

the second tena correspondiiig to the Fourier transform of p(x).
The correlatioD function is then given by

?) . (5)

where q — kt — kt is the 4-momentum difference of the two pions; A is the incoherence or
chaoticity parameter, introduced by Deutschroann et al.[8] for reducing systematic errors



when fitting the experimental results with the theoretical curves. This was based on the

t JITI valiun that the ^t** points for bnsons hardly reached thr rp*'rirn>irn value of 2, while

the theoretical curves nr^imH this value in the sero of the variable in terms of which

the correlation function was being plotted. Then, following this suggestion, completely

chaotic sources would result into a maximum value of A = 1, while the opposite limit of

complete coherence would correspond to A = 0. According to the anaaiz Eq.(5), if p(z)

is given by a certain dynamical model, its Fourier transform as a function of q could be

fitted to data. Different models would result into distinct forms for p(x). Ideally, from

Eq.(5), parameters like the radius of the source, its lifetime, the chaotidty A, etc., could

be inferred. In the next section I summarize several parameterizations for the space time

distribution proposed over the last three decades.

2 Models and Parameterizations

One of the most commonly used parameterization* on experimental analyses is the Gaus-

sian or GGLP type, in which the space-time distribution of the pion emitting source is

considered to be Gaussian in shape, leading to

<***,**) = l + e -* 1 **-* , (6)

where q = ki — kj, $ = E% - Ei and R is a parameter that represents an average over

space and time dimensions. However, as emphasized by Bowler[ll], this parameterization,

is good only if p(q) rrmtain* no directional dependence.

Another well known pararoetrization, proposed by Kopylov, Podgoretakii and

Grishin(12] and widely used in the 70's, considers excited systems as sources of pions.

The rn""»"" is supposed to occur from the surface of a static sphere of radius R (eon" -

alent to the emission by a disk with uniform luminosity, according to Lambert's law in

optics), with exponential lifetime. The corresponding correlation function is written aa

. (7)

where qi ***& qr, known as Kopylov's variahles, represent respectively the componeot of

the momentum difference q parallel to and perpendicular to the direction of the average

total momentum of the pair of particles, K = *(ki + k2), which defines the so-called

Kopylov axis: qt = q • K and qr = q - qi; ft> = £ i - £3 « 9t for small values of

the 4-momentum (q*) squared. With respect to this same parametrization, Cocconi[13j

re-interpreted, in '74, the quantity cr = 6(< R) as the thickness of the pion emission layer

(he also emphasized that, in the original HBT effect, the interference was mostly built up

near the detectors and in badronic or nuclear c<rtlm^mt it was mostly built up near the

source, as soon as the two bosons left it simultaneously). It is instructive to observe that

there is a Gaussian limit of Eq.(7), corresponding to

í 8 )



a variaiwo of which suggests the nou-relativistic GMIMIIUI parameterization for the corre-

lation function

C(t,, M = i + Xc-^vn-úin-W* , (9)

lately being u»ed in interferometry of heavy ion collisions. In Eo, (9) the relative momentum

variable* are usually defined with respect to the beam direction instead of the original

Kopylov'r axis, and the source distribution takes the form of (independent) Gaus«ians

in space and time. (In what follow», I will just briefly mention other models, without

exhibiting their specific farm for the correlation function.)

La *73 Shurvak(14] suggested a more general formulation for treating chaotic sources,

lutier, in *77, % contribution by Graaaberger[l5] pointed out that resonances would play

an important role in interfierocnetry. This would be due to the fact thai a resonance of 4-

momcotum k, mass M and width F would travel a distance ~ -~ before decaying, causing

interference effects whenever t*ç# < AíT. We will see later on that this effect really seems
to be quite «ignifir»nt

We mentioned above that the source degree of chaoticity w of fundamental importance

to the constructive interference of identical bosons. In '77 and '79, Fowler and Weinei[l6]

and in 79, Gyulassy, Kaufimann and Wilson[17] proposed different formalisms for studying

lhe cases of coherent, partial coherent and chaotic sources. They also suggested different

approaches for treating final state interactions *mnng the emitted particles, an effect which

also may distort the shape of the correlation function. Based on the later formalism, there

if 4Q analytic parameterization due to Kolehmainen and Gyulassy[28], used for fitting

NA35[9] data on 0 + Au at 200 A GeV, which considers the Inside-Outside Cascade[18]

dynamics lor the produced particles. There is also a later version by Weiner[19| of the first

model above, which parametrizes the correlation function by two terms, one corresponding

to a chaotic Gaussian source and another one to a coherent part.

Final state interactions axe particularly significant when treating interferometry of

strong interacting particles. In this context, Suzuki[20] in '87 and 0owlerl21} in '83, an-

alyzed the distortions on the correlation function caused by the isospin / = 2 M% inter-

actions. The bottom line of this §tudy[21] seems to be th&t this kind of interaction is

leas significative for large piou sources since only a small fraction of the pioos would be

produced within the interaction range (cs 0.2/m). More recently, Bowler[22] showed thai

•hen equal number of w*r~r+ and of r + x ° * + clusters are included in calculation of the

isosptn type final ttaie interaction, they cancel one another almost exactly, reinforcing the

necessity of taking multipartide final ttate interaction into account.

An important aspect that we will discuss in the next section in connection with Eq (5)

is it* validity restricted to having uncorrelated phase space (for a detailed discussion of its

jmpl"-*iúwi«. see reference [23)), i.e., decoupled space-time and mnmmturn distributions.

In 7 8 Yaao and Koonia(24] proposed an invariant G&ussian formulation for the correlation

fiinctioo. However, it turned to be applicable, as in some of the models dsteu^teà before,

if the phase space correlations generated by the underlying dynamics are weak. This type

of behavior would not be expected for pions produced in <*+e~ annihilation. In these case,



as proposed by Bowler[ll] in '$5 as «ell &s by Andenson and Hofmann[25] in '86, a more
realistic description for the source» could be achieved by string fragment at km modela.

Considering pioa interferometry as a powerful probe of the expected quark gluon plasma
formation, some models were proposed thai had this hypothesis as starting point, i.e., the
pions observed in coincidence experiment* would have been originated in the hadronuation
of the plans*. The model by Pratt[26] (*84 - *86), aoother by Makhlin, Sinyukov and
Averchenk>v[30) ( '87, '88) and the one developed in collaboration with Hama|29] ( '86
- '88) considered a hydrodynamica] evolution for the plasma. In this later model, a very
good agreement with ISR/AFS daU was observed. In '88, a model by Bertsch, Gong and
Tohyama|31] was proposed considering Bjorkea's picture and the hadronization by means
of evaporation of plasma droplets (globs).

An opposite scenario was then conceived in the spirit that, for entirely trusting possible
interferometric signs of QGP formation, predictions by more conventional models would
have to be discarded. Bearing this in mind, m rrsonanrr gas model was proposed[10],
which was based on the ATTLLA version of LUND[32) model and on the Covariant Current
Easemble[l7] formalism. Phase-space correlations and experimental cuts were implicitly
taken into account in a Monte Carlo code. More recently, within the same context, Csõrgõ,
Zimányi, Bondorf Heiselberg and Pratt(33) also developed an interferometry code with
output coming from SPACER{34] version of LUND model, where resonances were included,
as well as experimental cuts. However, they applied Yaoo-Koooin type formulation which
is not adequate for treating expanding sources.

Besides the above mentioned authors, many other» have significantly contributed to

the field by proposing models not discussed here or by writing instructive reviews on the

subject. I apologize for not being possible to mention them all here.

3 Partial Summary and Comments

In this section, I will briefly discuss a few points that are implicitly considered for writing
the correlation function and make a few comments about its formulation and interpretation.

First of all, on deriving the correlation function Eq.(3) and Eq.(5), a plane wave ap-
proximation is ••fiimrfl for the wave functions of the emerging pioas, neglecting final state
interactions. Next step is to consider Bose-Einstein symmetrization for explicitly writing
the amplitude. When estimating the probability, it is absolutely essential to consider an
average of the amplitude modulus squared over the phases of emission. For completely
coherent sources the phases would be fixed and so, they would not be changed in the
averaging process. However, for completely chaotic sources, each point and each emission
would be completely independent from the others and the averaging process would be nec-
essary for obtaining the correlation functions Eq.(3) and Eq (5). It is worthy to emphaske
that in the later case the correlation function in the limiting case of bosons with exactly the
same momenta, would acquire a nniy'"i»"\ value C(q — t | — k3 = 0) = 2, corresponding
to a unity chaotidty parameter (A = 1). Oo the opposite situation, for entirely coherent



systems, the correlation function would be unity C(q - kx — fc3) = 1, tor all values of the

moment mo difference, which corresponds to A = 0.

With respect to the restrictions imposed on the applicability of the correlation func-

tion Eq.(5) and oo its geometrical interpretation, it is important to emphasize that it is

valid ONLY in the semidassical limit tad when the freeze-out space-time and momentum

coordinates of tbe pious are completely uncorrelated, i.e., if the phase apace distribution

can be written as D(z,p) = p(z)f(j>)- However, in many interesting cases, the underlying

dynamics introduces strong (i*,p*) correlations, which may cause substantial distortion

in C(A|,t3) and obscure its space-time interpretation. As an illustration, in the Bjorken

Inside-Oitside Cascade picture|18] there is a strong correlation between longitudinal co-

ordinate 2 *J>^ longitudinal momentum omppfKnt pf [26,28,29,30].

A characteristic symptom of the breakdown of the ideal picture is that the correlation

functioo C(kxtkj) turns to depend on the average total mnnuiiiitn of the pair, K =

J(k, + kj)[26,28,29,30], besides iU dependence on the momentum difference q = t , - kt.

Another symptom is the observed value of A frequently smaller than unity. But, does

X < 1 imply (partial) coherence of the source? Not necessarily! As an example, let us take

the {allowing case: in many experimental situations, the correlation function is plotted in

terms of one at the Kopylov variables, e.g., C(qr) " *- function of <jr, while qi was ideally

considered to be zero. In real life, however, we have limited statistics for events. What

happens then is that flt is not zero but is considered in a finite interval. Tni* fact, by itself,

is enough for making C(qj = 0) < 2 even for completely chaotic sources! This important

point was already emphasized in reference [10,29].

Another deviation from the idealized picture is that the behavior of the correlation

function may be distorted by breakup time fluctuations through Co **f q-K/v^K1 + m1, i.e.,

through the dependence on the component of momentum differeace parallel to the average

momrntum of the pair. An a consequence, C(qr || Kr) is narrower than C(qr -L Kr), as

already pointed out in references [26] and [29]. In reference [36] these variables were named,

respectively, as ÇT W T , ÇT^C *nd the corresponding correlation functions were suggested as

a test of QGP formation.

On the other hand, it is worthy to remember that final state interactions should also

be included in more realistic interfierometric analysis of interacting particles. Another

important point to consider, as emphasized by Grassberger, is the inclusion of resonances.

Besides, as we will see later ia section 5, there are many other dynamical effects which

may be important to consider wLcn dealing with interferomeüy of nuclear collisions.

Finally, if phase-space correlations originated by the dynamics have to be considered,

the analysis necessarily becomes model dependent. In this case, we oeed a more reamed for-

malism, connecting transport calculations u> interferometry data, which will be discussed

in tbe next section.



4 Semiclassical Formulation
•

A general interferometry formal* v u derived in reference [23], based oo the Wigner den-
sity formalism, by mean* at which it is possible to include arbitrary phase-space and
multipartide correlatioos. In the semiclassical generalization of the n particle phase space
distribution, it is allowed for a (Gaussian) tpread of the coordinates around the classical
trajectories, in order to incorporate Tniniirml effect» due to the uncertainty principle. Also
correctioo terms due to pion mtrading before freeze-out are derived using thU semicla»-
ncal hadionic transport theory. Such term* can, however, be neglected if the mean free
path of pions U email compared to the source «ie or if the momentum transfers are small
compared to the pioo momenta.

The TnHiitKTi! expression for the Boae-Finstnn symmetrized n pion invariant dis-
tributioo iâ written as

(10)

with the smoothed delta function given by

&b{k,k',p) = (2TAp3)"3'*exp{J(p — J(fc + f)) 3 /Ap 3 + J(fc — t^'Ax1) . (11)

The brackets (• - •) denote an average over the 8n pion fntico%i phase space coordinates

{xi,Pi,-,xm,Pn)t as obtained from the output of a specific transport model such as

LUND[10] or a cascade[3l] model The rmoothed delta function results from the use

of Gaussian wavep*ckt with widths Ax and Ap that depend on details of the pion

productioo mediariam. The sum is over n! permutations, a — {<j\, • - • ,a»), of the indices;

x, i, p, • denote four vectors and all momenta are on-shell

In the noo-relativists limit (f3 « -q 3 ; K* *s rol + q3/4; K • p « Afa + J[(k, -

p)3 -h (k, - p)3]) aad for Ax = Ap = 0 the relation derived by Pratt[27j is recovered.

For minim*! packets (Az = Ap = J), if the momentum spread is related to a "pseudo-

thermal" temperature by Ap3 = mT, we recover the result obtained with an altercate

Covariant Current Ensemble method[28]. In the case of weak phase space correlatioos, if

Ax = Ap = 0, writing the smeared delta function u

6o(k,V,p)-*63(k-p) , (12)

we obtain the Y&nô Kooain formulation[24], In order to enhance the distinctions between
this and the more general formulation in diinission, it is interesting to compare the re-
sulting correlation function for both, in two cases: for an uncorrel&ted Gaussian breakup
distribution and for the ideal Bjorken picture.

Let us consider the noo relativistic and uncorrclated Gaussian breakup distribution
first,

. (13)



where ra = (ta), R* = (i?>, «ad P a = (pj). This leads to

C( ? IK) = l + e - ^ " 1 » 1 ^ , (14)

tfj is given by 90 = jTjFjp w £1 - £ j , and the effective root mean square radius in

each spatial direction is

hi the beiaiclasktc&i limit, i lP > 1 and thus the hut term is negligible, hi this limit,

if Ax = A/> = 0, Ra, -* Jfc, which is the result of the Yano-Koonin type formulation

from reference (24). Fur AxAj» > J, R& > R, and thus the correlation function is always

narrower than aaively expected for a given R.

It is more instructive to compare the predictions of both formalisms in an exam-

ple involving relativistic and correlated distributions given by the ideal Inside-Outside

ptcture(l8,27,28,29,30]. Tbe freeze-out phaae-space distribution is in this case

p) a &6(T - T,)% - y)6(E - E^p^-V* , (16)

whert Ep = ^ p 2 + m7, T(Í,Z) = (í* - *a)* is fixed to the freeze-out proper time, ry, and

the space time and momentum rapidity variables,

\ log((i + z)/(t - z)) , y = 1 log((£ + P i) /(£ - A)) , (17)

are assumed to be perfectly correlated. A uniform ( { ^ ) = const.) rapidity distribution is
a»»u(ned. The rms transverse radius of the system is R±.

An interesting illustration is obtained in this case when we study the rapidity correlation
scale by restricting to m u = m^i. = ^ j . *nd small Ay = ]/i — Jfa- Furthermore if we assume
that Ap < m and denote the deviations from minimal packet* by

t = Ax1 - l/(4Apa) > 0 , (18)

theu, the two boson correlation function is written as (see reference [23] for more details)

(it)

It) the limit that t = 0 and Ap9 - mT,

^ J ) + )AyJ , (20)

we thus recover the formula derived in reference (28], via the Covariant Current Ensemble
formalin.

Ou the other side, we have the corresponding correlation function derived via the Yano-
Kuonin ansau[24], which can be recovered from Eq.(10) by replacing Eq (12) in Eq.(ll).

9



pnase {tar q^ — 0) and the correlation function, for Ay < 1, is given by

^ . (21)

Therefore, without the use of finite wavepackets, the dependence on Ay is only of 4 U

order. As we can see, Cytc may differ substantially from the true correlation function
when D(x,p) involves strong correlations in phase space. This shows that this formulation
is not adequate in general to treat cases of correlated dynamics but, instead, it is necessary
to use Eq.(10).

5 Beyond the ideal picture...

AB we mentioned in the two previous sections, even in the simplest case of the ideal Inside-
Outside Cascade dynamics, there are strong correlations between (z,ps) that distort the
shape of C(kukj). In a more general situation, the behavior of the correlation function can
be influenced by other dynamical and geometrical parameters. For instance, for pion inter-
ferometry of nuclear collisions at 200 A GeV, there are several dynamical effects which may
be important to take into account, even if we restrict our attention to completely chaotic
sources. The rapidity distribution is clearly not uniform, i.e., it is far from being a plateau.
Instead, for x" for example, it is better described by a Gaussian with width Yc fs 1.4, ac-
cording to reference [9]. Also a large fraction of the final %~ could arise from the decay of
long lived resonances such as u>, K*, ij, • • •, as suggested by Grassberger[15]. In coordinate
space, the finite nuclear thickness together with resonance effects can lea to a large spread
(Ar) of freeze-oüt proper times and to a wide distribution of transverse decoupling radii
(Aj>). In phase-space, the imperfect correlation between the space-time and momentum
rapidity variables, defined in Eq.(17), should be taken into account. Other correlations,
e.g., between transverse coordinate (Xx) and transverse momentum component (px), may
have to be considered if hydrodynamic flow develops.

These "non-ideal" effects would transform the freeze-out phase space distribution Eq.(16)
into

D(x,p)«t-W3YlTe-T'/rh-W"<?6(E - £p)á3(px)e-^/Hi , (22)

on top of which resonances should be considered.

How would this alternative freeze-out phase space distribution affect the form of the
correlation function? The best way to answer to this question would be to "turn on"
each of these effects step by step, fixing our attention to completely chaotic systems. An
analytical approach to this study can be found in reference [37], where also numerical
calculations were made for better illustration. In that analysis, the Covariant Current
Ensemble formalism was used, which, as discussed in the previous section, is equivalent
to the Wigner result when we consider minimal packets and relate its width to an ef-
fective "temperature" (T),by Ap3 = mT. In calculations, the covariant pseudo-thermal

10



parameterization[2S] was adopted. The correlation function in that formalism is writ-

ten as C(klt k2) = 1 + ctifl*)c|tl^a)' w n e r e G{k,tkt) is the single inclusive distribution and

G{klt ij) ia a complex amplitude containing the interfernce term. The effects of long lived

resonance» were included in the semiclasaical approximation, noting that the pion freeze-

out coordinates, ( i . , x , ) , are related to the resonance production coordinates, (iT ,x f), by

xu = xr +• vr(r^ — ir) , f. = td, where vr is the resonance velocity and td is the time

of its decay. An average over the proper decay time of the resonance, of width Fr, was

performed. The final expression for the complex amplitude is given by

it k-t) as exp(»9ir - A'pr/(mrTr))) (23)

where f, is the fraction of final *~'b, for example, arising from the decay of a resonance

of type r. The effective temperature, Tr, characterizes the decay distribution of that reso-

nance. The ensemble average in Eq.(23) is evaluated by Monte Carlo sampling from non-

ideal freeze-out distribution given in Eq.(22), which incorporates these many effects[37].

2.00

Ay - K * Va

FIGURE 2:

Numerical resull&['23] for the piou ccrrelairuu function versus Ay, for tfp — 0 and in the central

rapidity region. The uuiiideal effects are introduced step by step. The dramatic effect uf

atone uu < Ci^i./tj) > can a!*o be seen.

In Figure 2 we see numerical results corresponding to the study of the rapidity cor-

relation scale, in the same kinematical windows that lead to Eq.(19), i.e., w = 0 and

A = 1. The rapidity distribution is characterized by a width Ye as 1.4, as discussed

above. The remaining parameters were suggested by the output of the ATTILA ver-

sion of the LUND fragmentation model[32]: Ar/ = 0.8; the freeze-out distribution was

roughly characterized by TJ ~ 4 fm/c and Rx ~ 4 fm (after an additional Monte Carlo

11



hadronic cascade calculation was performed taking as input ATTILA output and con-
sidering a = 20 mb for the nx cross section). The width of the proper time distrw
bution, was taken to be ATJ ~ 4 fm/c. The following fractions of resonances decay-
ing into negative pions, were suggested by the above mentioned fragmentation model:
/ . - / * « * w °-19./t-/# * 0.40, / , - / „ RS 0.16,/ ,- / A . ss 0.09, all others set to be zero.

In that figure, the correlation function versus Ay is shown for each case, starting with
the parameterization corresponding to the ideal Inside Outside Cascade picture and adding
the non-ideal effects step by step. They affect C(Ay) versus Ay in the following way: the
smearing in proper time makes the correlation function broader, and so does the non-
uniform (Gaussian) rapidity distribution; the inclusion of fluctuations between IJ and y, on
the other hand, pushes into the opposite direction, roughly compensating for the first two
effects. The inclusion of resonances then narrows < C(Ay) > even more. For showing that
among the considered effects, resonances seen; to cause» the strongest distortion, figure 2
exhibits also their isolated influence. We should notice that, in this last case, the intercept
is smaller than two because only the above fractions of resonances were considered, the
others being set to zero.

too
U+JC 6a» q-o. P1««M

Oi

FIGURE 3:
Analyiii of lhe transverse projected *" x" correlation data on N A35[9], as extracted from

ieference[lO). The histograms in parts (a,d) arc calculated assuming an ideal IOC source with

parameters (r = 17,RT = RXJ) taken from reference [0]. In parts (b,e) a non-ideal resonance gaa

source was considered with parameters r ~ RT * 4, as suggested by the ATTILA/LUND

model[32). Parts (c,f) correspond to the quarkgluon plasma model of reference (3lj. Parts (a-c)

refer to the central rapidity region, 2 < y < 3 and parts (d-f) refer to the region 1 < y < 2.
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It would be instructive at this point to argue how close to experimental data is the
above model- Its predictions were actually compared[lO] to NA35[9j data on 200 A GeV
O + -4u, as can be seen in figure 3.

In figures (3a,3d) the curves correspond to the calculations employing the ideal Inside»
Outside Cascade distribution[18] and the reported parainetera[9j: Tt = 6.4 frn/c, R± = 7.3
fm and A = 0.84 for K" in the rapidity interval 2 < y < 3 and Ty = 2.5 fin/c, Rx = 4.0
fm, and A = 0.30 in the interval 1 < y < 2 (note that the data have been corrected for
Coulomb final state interactions).

Next, figures (3b,3e) show the calculated curves corresponding to the non-ideal reso-
nance gas dynamics discussed above. Fur these calculations the values f/ = i2A = 2,4,6 fm
were chosen, remembering that the additional M^nte Carlo hadronic cascade calculation
suggested the value of 4 fin to both these freeze-out variables. In both figures (3b,3e),
the chaotiáty paraujeter is fixed to A = 1. It is clear that the data are consistent with
the freeze-out distribution expected on the basis of a resonance gas model ior the nuclear
dynamics. As in the experimental analysis, a temperature T = 0.13 GeV was adopted.

Next, figures (3c,3f) show that the quark-gluon plasma freeze-out distribution from
reference [31] is also consistent with data. The reason is that the long lifetime of the
plasma source can lead to the same effect as that produced by the inclusion of long lived
hadronic resonances.

X.0O
4f PIMM

140

FIGURE 4:
In (a),(b) and (c),(d) we have, respectively, pion and kaoo projected correlation functions versus

transverse momentum difference fr, for ft < (MOtfeV/c, in central rapidity region, as extracted

from [35]. Puts (*)/c) correspond to predictions based on the ATTILA/ LUND model[32] and

(b,d), to the plasma hydrodynamic model of reference (31). The pion data are from reference [9].



The coincidental agreement with data of the two oppreite scenarios, such as a resonance

gas and a quark gluon plasma, stresses the necessity of finding other means to more clearly

differentiate among dynamical models. One possibility is to explore different freeze-out

geometries, as suggested in reference [35], on comparing pion and kaon interferometry.

Behind this suggestion is the fact that an entirely different set of hadronic resonances

decay to kaons than to pions, thus leading to distinct freeze-out geometries. In particular,

in the resonance gas model, the freeze-out proper time for kaons is expected to be much

smaller than for pions due to the fact that long lived ut i) and q' do not contribute to the

Erst ones. According to the ATTILA/LUND fragmentation model[32], approximately one

half of the kaons are produced by direct string decay and the other half, by the decay of

K\

£00

1.70 -

JJ6O =i

325 =

SJOO -

M ooa

«f »tV/t)

FIGURE 5:
We can see here the predictions for < Cfa) > versus qi at AGS energies. Continuous (dashed)

histograms correspond to resonances (not) included in the analysis. For the two lower result*,

U <0.1QGeV/c and for the higher ones, qL < 0.0lGeV/e.

0

On the other hand, in the plasma model of reference [31], the freeze-out geometry of

all hadrons is expected to be about the same, and controlled mainly by the slowness of the

deflagration process. The resulting transverse momentum projected correlation functions

for both dynamical models are shown in figure 4 for the central rapidity region. The solid

(dashed) curves indicate correlation functioas without (with) Coulomb-Gamow corrections.

As already mentioned in the beginning, figures 4 (a) and (b) reveal that, for 0 + Au at

200 A GeV and the corresponding ldnematical cuts, neither the resonance or the plasma

model could be ruled out by the experimental data.
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An entirely different behavior is expected in the case of kaons: the calculated curves

show a much more significant difference between these two models. The major disadvantage

of kaon ioterlerometry, however, u the need for vastly higher statistics \{K/K)3 (a 100].

In addition, final state Coulomb interactions it* bigger for kaons than for pions due to the

increase of mass. However, two-body Coulomb corrections are well understood and, in

principle, data could be corrected for them, as in reference [9]. Nevertheless, the situation

could be somewhat better: in a very recent work Cramer [40] claims that the inclusion of

one or more pions of opposite charge in the correlation function reduces and, in some cases,

even reverses the Coulomb suppression. Being so, it would be just a matter of measuring

other charged pions to eliminate this effect from data, increasing the hope of clearly seeing

interferometric effects at RHIC and LUC.

In the "non-ideal" resonance gas model discussed in this Bection, resonances are the

major responsible for the distorting effects caused on the correlation function (as seen

in figure 2). Of course, an experimental knowledge of the resonance fractions from new

measurcmeati is in fact of interest in its own right. However, since recent data on these

fractions are lacking, pion interferometry can provide at least an indirect probe of their

abundance. Concerning this point, figure 5 shows results for pion i&terferometry with

Üw experimental cuts corresponding to the ACS run on Si + Au at 14.6 A-GeV, from

reference[38]. The continuous histograms correspond to inclusion of resonances and the

dashed ones to interferometry without them[38]. Figure 5 shows results for two qi bins:

the lower ones are for the bigger interval qi < O.lOGeV/c and the higher ones, are related

to the projection of the first bin only, for which qi < O.QlGeV/c (as in reference [39]).

The comparison of the results for these two tannings, nicely illustrates the striking

influence of finite qi on the correlation function intercept, as discussed in section 3: even

without the inclusion of resonances, finite binning causes a dramatic decrease of the appar-

ent intercept. In figure 5 a clear sensitivity to resonances can be seen. A first comparison

with the preliminary experimental data of reference [39], however, seems to suggest the

near absence of resonances in AGS range as compared to SPS energies.

6 Conclusion and Remarks

On concluding this theoretical review on interferometry, it is worthy to emphasize a few

points:

• Interfercmetry of medium to high energy collisions is, unfortunately, not as straight-

forward as tbe original HBT effect: the simple relation between Eq.(5) and the space-time

dimensioni of emitting sources is only valid if phase space correlations are negligible. How-

ever, as we discussed in a few sections in this review, in hadronic and nuclear colliiicwi

at those energies several dynamical and geometrical effects may distort the form of the

correlation function and thus blur its geometrical interpretation.



• Having in mind the observation of the previous item, it would be advisable to enlarge
the interferometry concept to include a complementary approach: it could be faced a» a
test of dynamical models and of their predicted phase space correlations.

• In the previous section it was possible to have an idea about the need for higher
statistics: figure 5 nicely illustrates the effect of a bigger Çt binning on lowering the
correlation function intercept. If increasing statistics turns to be available, it is very much
desirable to make detailed multidimensional analysis of the correlation function C(fr,çi,),
with 9T,9t ~ 10 — 20MeV/c resolution. This kind of analysis could very much help
differentiating among dynamical models i

• As a particular important application of higher statistics discussed in the previous
item, it would be also desirable to analyze the correlation function in terms of the so-called
QTOUTIQTSID variables mentioned in section 3. It was shown in reference [10] that, only for
much higher statistics, we could expect to see any quantitative distinction between plasma
and badronic resonance gas models predictions for C(#rOVT) and C(qrSID).

• Another interesting point will be to analyse interferometry of bosons other than
pions and compare these cases, as well as to study fennion correlations. As we saw in the
previous section, this kind of comparison could also explore different freeze-out geometries,
representing an extra checking for distinct dynamical models.

• Independent measurements of resonance abundances are essential for testing the
theoretical predictions of the string fragmentation model discussed in the previous sections.

• Supplementary tests of the predictions of distinct dynamical models could in principle
be achieved by studying the trends of freeze-out geometry as a function of the atomic mass
A. Preliminary results in this direction can be found in reference[38J.

• In some of the numerical analyses of section 5 final estate interactions were only taken
into account by means of a Gamow factor (two-body Coulomb correction[17]). However,
after the contributions by Bowler[22] and by Cramer[40], this topic again deserves special
consideration.

• The bottom Une of the above discussion could be that the way out of the present
apparent impasse on the search for QGP formation by means of interferometry could be
reached by considering, not any of the above windows or tests separately, but by taking
THEM ALL TOGETHER!! (I should quote Lissauer here for similar comments at the end
of his nice talk in the present meeting).
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